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OutlineOutline

 What is a Network?What is a Network?
 Network Features and PerformanceNetwork Features and Performance
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What is a Network?What is a Network?

    Transmission Components Transmission Components (Wires, Fibers, Repeaters)(Wires, Fibers, Repeaters)
    Switching Components Switching Components (Switches/Routers, ATM Switches, ISDN (Switches/Routers, ATM Switches, ISDN 
Exchanges)Exchanges)
    Store-and-forward Application relays Store-and-forward Application relays (Message Transfer Agents)(Message Transfer Agents)
    Multicasting Components Multicasting Components (Multicast Routers, Mail Distributors)(Multicast Routers, Mail Distributors)
    Application Level Translators Application Level Translators (Mail Protocol Translators, MCUs)(Mail Protocol Translators, MCUs)
    Mirrors and Caches Mirrors and Caches 
    Network Service Components Network Service Components (DNSs)(DNSs)

““We shall consider as part of We shall consider as part of The 
Network all the components that are  all the components that are 

required for two end-systems to required for two end-systems to 
communicate and to support an end-to-communicate and to support an end-to-

end multimedia application ....”end multimedia application ....”
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Specific Features of Multimedia AppsSpecific Features of Multimedia Apps

 Real time transmission of continuous Real time transmission of continuous 
media information (audio and video)media information (audio and video)

 Substantial and considerable volumes of Substantial and considerable volumes of 
exchanged dataexchanged data

 Distribution oriented applicationsDistribution oriented applications
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Six Critical Network Criteria for Multimedia AppsSix Critical Network Criteria for Multimedia Apps

 ThroughputThroughput
 Transit delayTransit delay
 Delay variationDelay variation
 Error rateError rate
 Multicasting and broadcasting Multicasting and broadcasting 

capabilitiescapabilities
 Document caching capabilitiesDocument caching capabilities
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ThroughputThroughput (1/2) (1/2)

 Ideas “hidden” in the term ‘bit rate’Ideas “hidden” in the term ‘bit rate’
 The capability of the network to achieve a certain 

rate
 The capacity of the end-system itself

 Throughput Throughput ~~ bit rate  bit rate ~ transfer rate~ transfer rate  ~~  
bandwidthbandwidth

The bit rate between two communicating 
end-systems is the number of binary digits 

that the network is capable of accepting 
and delivering  per unit of time
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Throughput Throughput (2/2)(2/2)

 Individual and aggregate bit ratesIndividual and aggregate bit rates
 Access speed and bit rateAccess speed and bit rate
 Constant and variable bit ratesConstant and variable bit rates
 BurstinessBurstiness

 The peak bit rate (PBR)
 The mean bit rate (MBR)
 The peak duration
 The ratio between the MBR and the PBR
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Transmission DelayTransmission Delay

 Network latencyNetwork latency
 End-to-end Delay:End-to-end Delay:

 Access delay
 Transmission delay
 End-system delay

 Return trip delayReturn trip delay

Transit delay is the time elapsing between Transit delay is the time elapsing between 
the emission of the first bit of the data block the emission of the first bit of the data block 

by the transmitting end-system and its by the transmitting end-system and its 
reception by the receiving end-system reception by the receiving end-system 
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Delay VariationDelay Variation

 Major components of the end-to-end delay Major components of the end-to-end delay 
variationvariation
 Delay variation in circuit networks
 Delay variation in local area networks

 Physical jitter
 Medium access time

 Delay variation in WAN packet networks
 Physical jitter
 Flow control waiting time
 Store and forward switching delay

Delay variance or Jitter is the variation over Delay variance or Jitter is the variation over 
time of the network transit delaytime of the network transit delay
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IsochronismIsochronism

An end-to-end network is said to be An end-to-end network is said to be 
isochronous if the bit rate over the isochronous if the bit rate over the 

connections is guaranteed and if the value connections is guaranteed and if the value 
of the delay jitter is also guaranteed and of the delay jitter is also guaranteed and 

smallsmall
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Error RatesError Rates

 Data alterationData alteration
 Data lossData loss
 Data duplicationData duplication
 Out-of-order delivery of dataOut-of-order delivery of data
 Metrics for error ratesMetrics for error rates

 Bit error rate (BER)
 Packet error rate (PER) or Cell error rate (CER)
 Packet loss rate (PLR) or Cell loss rate (CLR)
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Error Recovery IssuesError Recovery Issues

 Error detectionError detection
 Error notificationError notification
 Error recoveryError recovery
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MulticastingMulticasting

Multicasting is the capability of the network to Multicasting is the capability of the network to 
replicate, at certain internal points, the data replicate, at certain internal points, the data 

emitted by a source.emitted by a source.

Replicated data should be forwarded to the Replicated data should be forwarded to the 
recipient end-systems which are part of the recipient end-systems which are part of the 
multicast group so as to avoid or minimize multicast group so as to avoid or minimize 

segments of the networks to be traversed by segments of the networks to be traversed by 
multiple copies of the same datamultiple copies of the same data
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Quality of ServiceQuality of Service

 Planned QoSPlanned QoS
 Achieved QoSAchieved QoS
 User-perceived QoSUser-perceived QoS
 Inferred QoSInferred QoS

QoS is the measure of how good a service is, as QoS is the measure of how good a service is, as 
presented to the user. It is expressed in user presented to the user. It is expressed in user 

understandable language and manifest itself in a understandable language and manifest itself in a 
number of parameters, all of which have either number of parameters, all of which have either 

subjective or objective valuessubjective or objective values

QoS is QoS is 
ApplicatiApplicati

on on 
SpecificSpecific
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Human Perception of Sound and Human Perception of Sound and 
ImagesImages

 The ear differentiates the informationThe ear differentiates the information
 The eye integrates the informationThe eye integrates the information

Humans are much more sensitive to alterations of Humans are much more sensitive to alterations of 
audio than of audio visual signalsaudio than of audio visual signals

As we are less tolerant to audio than of video errors, As we are less tolerant to audio than of video errors, 
when two streams compete for the same network when two streams compete for the same network 

resources, the audio stream should have the higher resources, the audio stream should have the higher 
priority, as far as this has a sense for the networkpriority, as far as this has a sense for the network
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 That’s all guys…C U next week !That’s all guys…C U next week !
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